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Chapter 4: The Past

Find YOU Find LOVE

Spotlight on the Past
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Rest assured, nearly all of us get into habitual negative patterns of thinking at some
time in our lives. It’s a natural human response that when things don’t go the way
we want them to, we worry those exact same things will happen again. We try to
keep ourselves safe from ever experiencing those things again and often this way
of thinking will limit us as it may seem too scary to take risks.
The Spotlight Process will help to clarify how many of your thoughts are fear based
stemming from a past negative experience, beliefs or perceptions.

The only way out is through – John Bradshaw

When you are able to review your past as a learning experience taking with you
the knowledge and wisdom gained from challenges, setbacks, wrong choices
and perceived mistakes, it’s possible to make your past work for you to your best
advantage. Your past will no longer keep you in fear, terrified, doubtful, limited,
trapped or anxious about the future.
When you can easily apply The Spotlight Process daily in your life and you begin
to operate from a place of positive thinking about the best possible outcomes the
future may hold for you this then becomes a winning formula to attract the love and
relationships that you hope for.

Where to begin – Insightful Questions

• How much of your past is affecting your life right now? Think about
that for just a moment......
• How does your past influence your future?
• What thoughts, feelings and emotions are you experiencing regularly
that are unpleasant and unwanted repetitions of the past?

It’s natural, the way our minds work, to be afraid of certain things. Fear is, after all,
a warning signal that we may be in danger, though often what we are afraid of or
think will happen isn’t a life and death scenario, it’s just our mind preparing us for
the worst possible event. Then, our minds escalate the belief of what we think will
happen, in an attempt to prepare us for fight or flight. Our behaviours in the purest
form are animalistic. When we are in fear, being open to love may appear ‘too risky’,
‘too scary’ or even ‘terrifying’.
THE JOURNEY TO TRANSFORMATION

• What scenarios are you playing out in your mind that are projections
into the future - based on old, outdated memories or negative beliefs
about how things will work out?

Being aware of your responses to real and imagined situations is part of the journey
towards transformation.

• Are you really living your life right now, or are you living in the past?

When it comes to love and relationships for example it could be that a partner has
cheated on you in the past and you believe that this will happen again in the future.
Perhaps your significant other is going away for a weekend with friends, you may
fear them not coming back home for certain reasons and you play these negative
scenarios out in your mind. Maybe you also feel threatened by others who you
believe to be more attractive than you and fear that you are not good enough when
you compare yourself to others.

• What proportion of past negative thinking gets in the way from having
the love and relationship you would like?
• When you think more positively about love and relationships, what
does this give you?
• If you made the decision today to always operate from the place of
love (thinking through the eyes of love, feeling love in your heart and
filtering for love all around you) how will this make a difference to your
future?

These examples break down to the fight, flight and freeze response, you may run
and leave a relationship for fear of getting hurt before the other person has an
opportunity to leave you, you may stay and fight with someone your partner might

